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Chapter 3

Eighteenth-Century Evangelicals
and Science: From Jonathan

Edwards to John Wesley

So far we have considered what evangelicals are and how evangelicals
have understood the relationship of the Bible and science. Over the next
four chapters we shall see how evangelicals have inter-acted with science
from 1730 until 1960. The first of these dates marks the start of the evan-
gelical movement and the second is the year before the publication of The
Genesis Flood, which changed the face of Evangelicalism’s relationship to
science. The time divisions adopted are the same as those in the histori-
cal overview of Evangelicalism for two reasons. First for convenience in
having the same time periods, but secondly, and more importantly, each
of the periods has one dominating scientific theme. During the eighteenth
century, evangelicals simply shared the general Protestant acceptance of
Newtonianism, the early nineteenth century (from 1780) was dominated
by the rise of geology, the late nineteenth century by evolution, and the
early twentieth century by anti-evolutionism.

THE PROBLEM OF THE CONFLICT THESIS OF SCIENCE

AND RELGION

If care is not taken, each of these can be presented as case studies in
the conflict of science and religion, so beloved by militant skeptics and in
an inverse way by YECs. It is all too easy to shoehorn these interactions
between science and faith into an ideological interpretative scheme. The
dominant scheme since the late nineteenth century has been the warfare
model so powerfully put forward by J. W. Draper (Draper, 1874) and An-
drew Dickson White (White, 1896), who have molded opinions on science
and religion, and according to Larson (1997) even molded the events of
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the Scopes trial, and set the scene for antievolution in the twenty-first cen-
tury. Over the thirty years most historians of science have repudiated the
warfare model (Lindberg and Numbers, 1986; Brooke, 1991), but it is still
widely held as many assume that religion, especially Evangelicalism, and
science are in conflict.

The Church Historian Sir Owen Chadwick (Chadwick, 1975, p. 161)
pithily summed up this attitude in relation to the Huxley–Wilberforce
confrontation over The Origin of Species at Oxford in 1860:

Science versus religion—the antithesis conjures two hypostatized entities of the

later nineteenth century; Huxley St George slaying Samuel smoothest of dragons;

a mysterious undefined ghost called Science against a mysterious indefinable ghost

called Religion; until by 1900 schoolboys decided not to have faith because Science,

whatever that was, disproved Religion, whatever that was.

Most accounts tell us that Huxley trounced the good bishop and made
him look stupid. It is quoted frequently to show how the church has al-
ways opposed science with bigoted obscurantism. Even the BBC produced
a re–enactment for television and the book Evolution, the Triumph of an Idea
(Zimmer, 2001, pp. 52–54), which accompanied the PBS series on Evo-
lution, repeats a similar story. But it is not the whole truth. The story of
Huxley trouncing Wilberforce was not told until thirty years after the event
and it seems that Huxley’s memories played tricks on him as he wrote his
memoirs in the 1890s. In fact, Huxley could hardly be heard and his friend
Hooker had to take the bishop to task. Even so Wilberforce made some
telling criticisms of evolution and was supported by scientists including
Sir Benjamin Brodie—the President of the Royal Society (Brooke, 2001;
James, 2005).

Huxley was not alone in putting forward the conflict of science and
religion. In 1896 White wrote The Warfare of Science with Theology, which
describes the way the church has opposed science from the time of Christ
to 1895. Colin Russell described the book as a “polemic tract masquerad-
ing as history.” Yet for over a century it has encouraged people to believe
that there has always been a conflict. This resurfaces frequently in a wide
variety of writings—“pop” history of science, popular science, college, and
even evangelical, surveys on the history of ideas and many works by the-
ologians and church historians of all persuasions. Young Earth Creationists
often adopt a similar historical scenario with the roles of “goodies” and
“baddies” reversed!

Usually these conflict scenarios focus on one or more of three issues:

(a) The Churches’ opposition to Copernicus and Galileo.

(b) The Churches’ opposition to Geology around 1800.

(c) The Churches’ opposition to Darwin in 1860.
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The first predates Evangelicalism so does not concern us. In a later
chapter I will discuss the rise of geology and that many early geologists
were Christians. Yet the common view is that the church opposed geology
at every turn. A minority Christians did oppose geology from 1800 to 1850
but did not represent the mainstream of the churches or Evangelicalism.
Some years ago Simon Winchester, a journalist with an Oxford degree
in geology, wrote a life of William Smith entitled The Map that Changed
the World (Winchester, 2001). It became a best seller, but on many pages
lambasted the church for opposing geology. He wrote on page twenty-
nine, “The hunch that God might not have done precisely as Bishop Ussher
had suggested [creation in 4004BC], . . . , was beginning to be tested by real
thinkers, by rationalists, by radically inclined scientists who were bold
enough to challenge both the dogma and the law, the clerics and the
courts” (Winchester, 2001, p. 29). Winchester seemed oblivious to the fact
that Smith’s main advisors were clergymen and He does not mention what
British law forbade people to reconsider the age of the earth (assuming
there was one!). Winchester is not alone as similar inaccuracies are repeated
by many other writers.

My favorite story about the response to Darwin in 1860 is what the
Bishop of Worcester’s wife is supposed to have said, “Oh, my dear, let’s
hope that what Mr. Darwin says is not true. But if it is true, let us hope that it
will not become generally known.” The source of the story is unknown and
is often regarded as an Urban Myth. Yet it appears on BBC documentaries
about Darwin. Unfortunately it is the minority who do not repeat these
myths. We may ask what the effect is on readers. It probably reinforces
the popular perception that Christianity opposes science. There is also a
reverse side to the conflict thesis, which makes some Christians believe that
much of science is wrong and atheistic. The result is that some Christians,
especially those sympathetic to YEC, believe the truth of any attack on
science, which appears to contradict the Bible. Thus the geologist Charles
Lyell is often presented as a godless anti-Christian, who developed his
Uniformitarian geology to destroy Christianity. Mortenson develops this
thesis in The Great Turning Point (Mortenson, 2004). That is incorrect as
Lyell was a theist and a devout Unitarian, with many Christian friends.
The conflict thesis of science and religion is deeply ingrained in many
people’s mind that many seem to assume that they were always in conflict.
Hence it comes as a shock to discover that Darwin’s most vocal opponents
were physicists and geologists rather than clergy, and that some of his
supporters were clergy, for example Charles Kingsley, Frederick Temple,
and the Evangelical H. B. Tristram of whom more anon. Much historical
writing during the last few decades has either modified or overturned the
simple thesis of warfare between science and religion especially the two
volumes edited by Lindbergh and Numbers (1986, 2003). That is not to say
that there was no conflict at all but rather there was no sustained war, as
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Hedley Brooke emphasizes with great clarity. Throughout history there
has never been one attitude to science by Christians, and thus there are
examples when Christians were in the vanguard of science, for example
the geologist Adam Sedgwick in the 1830s (see Chapter 4), when they were
indifferent or when they were plain hostile, as with the anti-geologists of
the 1820s and YEC of today. Even then, we need to ask WHY they were
hostile, as there may be good reason.

Any over-arching system whether claiming conflict or harmony between
science and religion is doomed to failure, whether it is the anti-religious
approach of some skeptics or the massaging of history by YECs who wish
to demonstrate that most branches of science were founded by a “creation-
ist.” In his book A History of Modern Creationism, Henry Morris attempted to
demonstrate that “so many of the great founders of modern science were
themselves devout creationists and Bible-believing Christians” (Morris,
1984b, p. 25ff) and is expounded at a popular level in Men of Science,
Men of God (Morris, 1982), where Morris gives brief biographies of over
fifty alleged “creationists” ranging from Leonardo da Vinci to James Clerk
Maxwell. Of his sixty-nine “creationists” only one, Philip Gosse, could be
termed a YEC. A good number of Morris’s post-Darwinian “creationists”
accepted evolution! Nearly all of those who lived after 1800 accepted geo-
logical ages. For good measure several rejected what evangelicals would
regard as essential Christian dogma as Dalton and Agassiz were Unitarian.

Thus when studying the history of the evangelical engagement with
science, we shall find a two-fold distortion. The one is the problem of
the conflict thesis of science and religion and the second is the massaging
of history by YEC historians. Both prevent an informed understanding
of the past. When it comes to considering evangelicals and science the
problem is amplified, as it is perceived that evangelicals are normally
biblical literalists and thus there had to be a major conflict. As we shall see
that was not the normal situation, at least until the 1980s.

In the first two chapters I stressed the variety of evangelicals and the
diversity of ways they interpret the Bible. There is also a variety in the ways
evangelicals have considered science, particularly geology and biology,
which impinge on Genesis. Some have been indifferent to science as has
been the case for most British evangelicals until recently, others are hostile
when science impinges on “origins” that is the historical sciences and yet
others not only accept all science with alacrity, but also are concerned for
the development of science. With such diversity there is a great danger in a
deliberate or accidental selection of certain evangelicals. To illustrate this,
many years ago I gave a paper on evangelicals and geology in the early
nineteenth century. I began by presenting those who opposed geology
as it contradicted a literal Genesis. I gave an impressive list of people
and apparently supported the conflict thesis. But then I dealt with the
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pro-geologists, who were more numerous. I concluded by explaining the
diversity of evangelicals and that a wide selection could contain an in-built
bias. However the weakness of this type of approach as it considers only
those who wrote about science. The vast majority of evangelicals of any
period—and any period—were either ignorant of or indifferent to science
and probably considered there were far more important things in life,
such as evangelism, supporting some good work or an overseas mission.
If one is looking only for references to science all that will be overlooked,
because the concern for salvation often displaced other priorities. Hedley
Brooke also raised other questions. If an evangelical is interested in science
that may have nothing to do with his faith. Frequently it is difficult to
discern the relationship between a person’s faith and their interest or lack
of interest in science or anything else. There is also the problem of trying
to categorize a person as a moderate or extreme representative of his
tradition, which in turn raises questions over what is extreme or moderate
Evangelicalism and as we consider the nineteenth-century attitudes to
geology may not be a good test. For example Dean Francis Close was
reckoned to an extreme evangelical of the mid-century and Henry Moule
most moderate, yet Moule accepted geology with difficulty and Close was
as progressive as Hugh Miller.

THE LEGACY OF ARCHBISHOP JAMES USSHER

One of the few things I can remember about my undergraduate lec-
tures in geochronology was Ussher’s date of the creation in 4004 BC. To pit
4004 BC against radiometric ages of the age of the earth as 4.6 by amuses
any geologist. 4004 BC casts a long shadow over perceptions of how scien-
tific understandings on the age of the earth have developed over the last
350 years. Ussher wrote his Annales Veteris Testamenti in 1656 before Steno
and others began to look at strata, so that his work is classical humanist
history and, in the charitable use of the word, pre-scientific. Ussher’s dates
for creation occupy only the first two pages of his book, and many of his
dates for the Old Testament are fairly close to present estimates indicating
his historical competence. Because the date of 4004 was included in many
Bibles from 1702 it is often assumed that it was almost an official status.
That was not the case and many did not accept it as binding and before
the late eighteenth century many were more flexible on the date of cre-
ation, although most would have seen it in thousands rather than millions
of years (Roberts, 2001). Those whom Bernard Ramm would have called
the hyperorthodox have for centuries reckoned that Ussher was more or
less correct in all his chronology and in 2003 Answers in Genesis published
Annales Veteris Testamenti in an English translation and are attempting to
rehabilitate Ussher as the scholarly voice of orthodoxy.
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EVANGELICALS AND SCIENCE IN THE

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

The State of Science and Religion at the Dawn of Evangelicalism

Science in the eighteenth century was dominated by Newton and best
epitomized by Alexander Pope’s epitaph to Newton written in 1730:

Nature, and Nature’s Laws lay hid in night.

God said, Let Newton be! and all was light.

This reflects the scientific progress, personified by Newton and the op-
timism so engendered. Physics, or rather natural philosophy, was begin-
ning to usurp theology as the queen of the sciences, as the mysteries of
the universe were being explained by mathematics. The decades after the
foundation of the Royal Society in 1660 were incredibly fruitful, especially
in physics and astronomy. Just mention of the names Newton, Halley, and
Flamsteed is sufficient. Sir Christopher Wren designed St Paul’s Cathedral
to double up as an observatory. It almost seemed that Newton had com-
pleted the work that Copernicus, Kepler, and Galileo had started, and that
the universe could be explained by math as predictable as a clock.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century, several Anglicans promul-
gated their fusion of Christianity and Newtonianism as physicotheology to
provide a natural theology for a mechanistic era. The best known of these
writers is William Derham, whose Physico-Theology (Derham, 1713) was
widely read throughout the eighteenth century and laid the foundation
for William Paley’s Natural Theology at the start of the nineteenth century.

At the more earthly level was the work of Hooke and Boyle and other
luminaries of the Royal Society. The classification of the organic world
begun by John Ray in the late seventeenth century came to fruition with
the binomial classification of Carl Linnaeus in Systema Naturae in 1758. The
interrelatedness of the animal kingdom and the status of mankind were
expounded in the many Great Chains of Being. Those studying the earth and
its “fossils” (both minerals and organic remains) were beginning to grasp
its vast age. The eighteenth century did not see a rapid advance in geology
until about 1780, as observers continued the work of their seventeenth-
century forbears. Geologically the most important question was how to
work out the historical succession of strata and that occurred at the end of
the century (Rudwick, 2004).

The late seventeenth century also saw the beginnings of a scientific
study of the earth published in volumes known as “Theories of the Earth.”
On a first reading these seem to be a literal reading of Genesis stories
with a few semi-scientific glosses. A closer reading shows them to be more
profound as they meld together the Bible, the classics, almost mediaeval
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“book” learning with the citing of endless authorities and scientific insight
in a Chaos-Restitution interpretation of Genesis One. Here they shared
the outlook of many theologians (except Ussher!) and literary writers such
as Thomas Traherne and Alexander Pope. Instead of taking the Creation
story to teach creation in six short days, writers, following an interpretation
going back to the early Church Fathers, claimed from Genesis (chap. 1
verse 1) that God first created Chaos (without form and void) and after an
interval recreated it in six days. The duration of Chaos was undefined. For
Ussher it was twelve hours, but for most it was a long and unspecified
duration. Thomas Burnet (1635?–1715), Edmond Halley (1656–1742), and
William Whiston (1667–1752), reckoned the days to be more than twenty-
four hours. Halley attempted a calculation of the age of the earth from
the sea’s salinity, but came to no firm conclusions other than it was tens
of thousands of years old. Likewise theological writers of the day; Bishop
Simon Patrick (1626–1707) reckoned that God first created Chaos and then
later re-ordered it in six days. He said of the duration of Chaos, “It might
be . . . a great while; . . . ” (Patrick, Louth, Whitby, 1764, vol. 1, pp. 1–3). Few
accepted Ussher’s date of 4004 BC for the initial Creation, though most
accepted that humanity first appeared in about the year 4000 BC, hence the
general acceptance of the rest of Ussher’s chronology. The extension of time
by the “Theorists” and contemporary theologians was minute compared
to the billions of years of geological time, but was, as Stephen Gould wrote
of Whiston’s argument that the day of Genesis one was a year long was, “a
big step in the right direction.” In Britain the way was open for accepting
a longer time scale (Roberts, 2002, 2007).

Not until the late seventeenth century were “formed stones” or fossils
recognized as imprints of dead creatures rather than formed as “sports of
nature.” Only then could “fossils” be used to demonstrate former life and
it took a century before the succession of fossils was used to put strata
into historical order. Possibly the first person who used the succession of
fossils to demonstrate evolution was Charles Darwin in a notebook in 1838,
shortly before he “discovered” Natural Selection. In the 1690s there were
insufficient grounds to suggest “Deep Time” or the continual reworking
of the earth’s crust as understandings of erosion were rudimentary. Ray,
Whiston, and others cannot be expected to have done otherwise.

Most of the writers had some “scientific” understanding and often spent
as much time refuting each other as suggesting new ideas. Some were
mostly speculative, as was Thomas Burnet’s The Theory of the Earth. De-
spite his devotion to the Deluge, he sought to explain phenomena natu-
ralistically and somewhat extended the duration of Genesis 1. John Ray’s
Miscellaneous Discourses Concerning the Dissolution of the World shows the
beginning of careful observation on earth processes and questions over ge-
ological time. He nailed his colors firmly to the fence, and did not explicitly
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reject an Ussher chronology. However from his discussion of Chaos and
other comments, it is fair to conclude that he accepted that the earth was
more than 5,500 years old.

Two who broke loose from the Theories of the Earth, with their fairly lim-
ited time scale were de Maillet and Buffon. Benoit de Maillet (1656–1738)
was a French diplomat with a sound grasp of the geography and geol-
ogy of the Mediterranean and amplified Cartesian cosmogony. His work
Telliamed: Or Conversations Between an Indian Philosopher and a French Mis-
sionary did not appear until 1748, though manuscripts had circulated from
1720. It was an odd work both accepting mermaids and reporting care-
ful observation on marine deposition. Our main interest is that the author
reckoned the earth to be over 2 billion years old and according to Albritton
(1980) the work acted as a leaven among eighteenth-century geologists.

Buffon, born as Georges-Louis Leclerc (1707–1788) was the Keeper of
the Jardin de Roi in Paris and in 1749 published the first volumes of
Histoire Naturelle, but by his death in had published only thirty-five of the
projected fifty volumes. He had little time for the Theories of the Earth and
said, “I reject these vain speculations.” However according to Roger, his
biographer, Buffon borrowed more from Whiston than he was willing to
admit. It also shows that the Theorists’ longer time scale was well known
on the continent. Buffon also carried out experiments on the cooling of
red-hot globes of iron and then extrapolated his findings to a globe the
size of the earth and estimated that the age of the earth to be about 75,000
years. Though vastly greater than 4000 BC, it was not drastically different
from British writers in the previous century and gave some experimental
data to support them. In unpublished manuscripts Buffon reckoned the
earth to be 3 million years old. In 1751 he was censured by the theologians
at the Sorbonne and responded by claiming that the first verse of Genesis
should read; “In the beginning God created the materials of the heavens and
the earth.” Despite that a longer time scale was gradually gaining ground
both in Britain and the Continent so that by 1780 most educated people
accepted the earth was ancient, whether tens of thousands like Jean Andre
de Luc or millions like Hutton, Buffon, and Soulavie.

The Evangelical Revival was born into this scientific milieu and along the
vast majority of educated Christians, Protestant, or Catholic accepted the
Newtonian world-view and the natural history of the day. Many Chris-
tians baulked at a great age of the earth but most accepted the slightly
longer time scale of The Theories of the Earth in preference to Ussher’s date of
4004 BC. for creation. The evangelicals were no exception and to my knowl-
edge, no evangelicals except for a few Hutchinsonians questioned the truth
of Newtonianism though all rejected Deism. Thus the early evangelicals if
they wrote about science at all, and most did not, did so from as position
of accepting eighteenth century Newtonian science. This was so for three
of my examples of early evangelicals and science; Jonathan Edwards, John
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Wesley, and William Williams, from New England, England, and Wales
respectively. Writing about the position in the colonies in the early eigh-
teenth century, Marsden wrote, “New Englanders had long been friendly
to scientific advances and were confident that discoveries of God’s ways
of governing the natural world would only confirm what they knew from
scripture.” In New England one who did much to further science was the
preacher the Rev. Increase Mather, who in 1683, helped found the Boston
Philosophical Society, modeled on the Royal Society. His son, Cotton, car-
ried on his father’s tradition and was later elected to the Royal Society of
London. However, despite their interest in science, many were enthralled
by the preternatural, which in the 1690s led both to the Salem witch-hunts
and Cotton Mather preaching on a prodigious cabbage root with one root
branch like a cutlass, one like a rapier, and another like an Indian club.
Back in England the pages of the Transactions of the Royal Society were also
a mix of the scientific and the preternatural. The ambivalence of Cotton
Mather, who was an immediate precursor of the American evangelicals,
is to be seen both in his cabbage root and his daring stance during the
smallpox epidemics of 1721 and 1722, after he had seen two wives and
eleven children die of the disease, when he urged inoculation against the
dreaded disease. For his efforts someone tried to bomb Mather’s house and
he was opposed by James Franklin in New England Courant as part of his
anti-clericalism. Some clergy also opposed inoculation, but the example
of JamesFranklin warns against putting too much on Christian reaction to
science and its benefits.

HUTCHINSONIAN LITERALISM

Standing out against the prevalent Newtonianism was the clerical sci-
entist John Hutchinson (1674–1737), his disciple Alexander Catcott (1725–
1779), and other churchmen. In 1724 Hutchinson wrote Moses’ Principia
to oppose Newton. Both lay great store on Genesis and sought to correct
the “errors” of Newtonianism. Far less is made of the Chaos than in the
Theories and Hutchinson seems not to hold that the period of chaos or
tohu va bohu was of any significant duration. In 1868 Catcott wrote his
Treatise on the Deluge, which implied that Chaos was of short duration. As
well as some detailed discussion of the biblical text, Catcott gave some
fine descriptions of geomorphology. Some held Hutchinsonian ideas until
the early nineteenth century and the last Hutchinsonian scientist seems
to have been the entomologist and Highchurchman William Kirby (1759–
1850), who argued for a six-day creation in his Bridgewater Treatise (Kirby,
1835). Hutchinsonianism was a biblicist rather than an evangelical reaction
to Newtonianism.

Despite its biblical attraction Hutchinsonianism appealed to very few
evangelicals. T. T. Biddulph (1763–1838), a vicar in Bristol, was one of the
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few to espouse it and John Wesley and William Romaine were Hutchinso-
nians for a short time in their early years. Romaine was vicar of St Georges,
Hanover Square, in London from 1750 to 1755, when he was also Gresham
Professor of Astronomy, and gave lecture series on Astronomy. The ma-
jority of Hutchinsonians were High Church Anglicans in the latter part of
the eighteenth century, and thus do not concern us.

THE CONFORMITY OF EVANGELICALISM AND PROTESTANT

ORTHODOXY ON SCIENCE

Because the Evangelical Revival began in mid-century and evangelicals
were a beleaguered minority until the end of the century there is little
material on evangelicals and science, but what there is shows a similar-
ity with other Protestants. On the whole, evangelicals in the eighteenth
century took little interest in science as their mission was to evangelize
the world and lead godly lives. Most evangelical writings concentrate on
the new birth, justification, sanctification and the whole gamut of the new
evangelical teachings rather than intellectual matters. Most evangelicals
were either too busy for science or just indifferent. In 1780 the Anglican
Evangelical leader Henry Venn wrote to Francis Wollaston, a future Pro-
fessor of Chemistry at Cambridge, not to let chemistry take over from his
Christian ministry, “What comparison can there be between saving a soul
and analysing a salt?” They also had very little to say on science, and what
they did agreed with other protestants as they accepted orthodox Protes-
tantism whether of a Calvinist or Arminian bent. The eighteenth-century
outlook of acceptance of Newtonianism and a fairly recent inception of
the universe was common ground and usually taken for granted. As there
were no perceived or real flash points between science and religion, there
was no point being diverted from the “real” work of the Evangelical Re-
vival. As most of the leaders had been educated at leading universities
like Yale, Oxford, Cambridge, or Edinburgh, they accepted the natural
philosophy of the day and took it as read.

By the end of the century potential conflicts between science and religion
were beginning to surface for several reasons. First was a change by some
on the status of the bible. The earlier university-educated evangelicals
emphasized sola scriptura in the traditional Protestant sense that the bible
was the only ultimate source of religious authority but not the only source
of knowledge. Wesley described himself as “a man of one book” but as
we shall see of both his readings and publications, he most clearly went
far beyond the good book. Wesley did not consider the bible as a source of
science. Some later evangelicals almost scorned other learning and began
to regard the bible as the source of all knowledge and that any knowledge
perceived to be contrary to the bible must by definition be false. George
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Bugg, whom we shall consider in the next chapter, expressed this most
forcibly.

Second, Evangelicalism was attracting more people without university
education. These tended to be self-taught and lacked a general knowledge
of natural philosophy. Most of these came from those who attended neither
the main universities nor the British dissenting academies.

Third, there was an increasing tendency for evangelicals to adopt bib-
lical literalism, due to their emphasis on biblical authority. The biblical
commentary of Thomas Scott, which seems to assume a literal hermeneu-
tic and does not mention science in its exposition of early Genesis, is an
example. Scott does not explicitly say that the days of Genesis are of a
twenty-four-hour duration, but it is difficult to read it otherwise. Thomas
Chalmers despite his accommodation to geological time with his Gap The-
ory presented his as the “one way of saving the credit of the literal history”

During the eighteenth century problems over Genesis did not surface
as Copernicanism was long accepted and the vast age of the earth was
only apparent in the 1790s. Thus the eighteenth century was a period
of almost entirely harmonious relationships between Evangelicalism and
science for the minority of evangelicals who took an interest in science.
Most simply made no reference to science and were either disinterested
or too busy in evangelistic work. Few have left any record of the interest
in science, and are probably insufficiently numerous to allow anything
but tentative conclusions to be drawn about the spectrum of eighteenth-
century evangelical attitudes to science. It is also an area where very little
historical research has been carried out. Serious research on evangelicals is
only two decades old and hardly anyone, except Jack Haas on Wesley, has
carried detailed research on evangelicals and science. This lack of research
gives a provisionality to my discussion, as it is an open field for a future
researcher.

However several of the founding fathers of Evangelicalism had both an
interest and competence in science. These are Jonathan Edwards, Thomas
Prince, John Wesley, William Romaine and William Williams. These come
from both sides of the Atlantic, two from Yale, two from Oxford, and one
from a Nonconformist academy and thus had the advantage of a broad
eighteenth century university education. None may be considered even
a minor contributor to science and by today’s standards would be con-
sidered as amateurs. Except for Wesley on electrotherapy none had the
stature of the Reverend Gilbert White, the Hampshire parson-naturalist,
who wrote the classic Natural History of Selborne. When considered in rela-
tionship to eighteenth century science, they reflect what a well-educated
man would do and understand. What is most conspicuously absent is any
sense of conflict between science and religion, as these writers stood in the
tradition of Newtonian physico-theology.
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JONATHAN EDWARDS

Too often Edwards is known almost only for his sermon, Sinners in the
Hands of an Angry God, which strong though it is, is not a rant by a hell-fire
preacher. Today Edwards is being increasingly recognized not only as a
great theologian but a philosopher as well but as Noll so aptly expressed it,
“It remains an oddity that the greatest intellectual in the whole history of
Evangelicalism was also its first great evangelical”(Noll, 2004, p. 243). He
was born in Windsor, Connecticut, in 1703, raised as a Congregationalist,
studied at Yale from 1716 and obtained an M.A. in 1722. For the next four
years he was pastor to churches in New York and Boston before becom-
ing a tutor at Yale. In 1726 we went to assist his grandfather, Solomon
Stoddard, at Northampton in Massachusetts and became full pastor after
Stoddard’s death in 1729. He remained there until he was dismissed from
the pastorate in 1750 and was leader of the awakening at Northampton
from 1735. From 1751 he was pastor and missionary to Native Americans
at Stockbridge and left in 1758 to become president of the College of New
Jersey, only to succumb to a smallpox inoculation a few months later. He is
best known as the theologian of the revival and his books on it are classics.
But that is not our interest here. He was no simplistic revivalist preacher
but a deep theological thinker of a philosophical bent with more than a
passing interest in natural philosophy, which we now call science. Natural
philosophy in all its forms was a lifetime’s interest and ultimately it killed
him as he died as a result of a smallpox inoculation, which his relative
Cotton Mather had been promoting since 1721.

Edwards’ scientific interests took third place to his theological and philo-
sophical writings. His output was prodigious and included published ser-
mons, studies on the New England Revival, serious theological works and
theologico-philosophical studies on the Will. So far, Yale University Press
has published twenty-two volumes of The Works of Jonathan Edwards since
1957, under the editorship of Perry Miller, John Smith, and Harry Stout.
Volume 6 contains his scientific and philosophical writings, which con-
tain his early “spider” papers and those of natural philosophy and “The
Mind.”

Edwards carried out most of his studies in natural philosophy while at
Yale. While a teenager Edwards read Locke and Newton, largely thanks
to the Dummer collection which was given to Yale in 1718. The Dummer
collection included works by Locke, Newton, Boyle, Hooke, Whiston, and
many other luminaries of the late seventeenth century. According to Perry
Miller on reading Locke, Edwards “grasped in a flash” the implications
of modern thought, but Marsden is skeptical of that. As a result of the
Dummer collection the Yale curriculum included both Locke and Newton
after 1718. Some have claimed that before 1718 the Ptolemaic rather than
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the Copernican system was taught at Yale, but this is unlikely according to
Marsden. Harvard graduates of the late seventeenth century were famil-
iar with Descartes and in the early 1700s sophisticated New Englanders
subscribed to British journals and were familiar with Newton, Addison,
and Steele. Cotton Mather had imbibed Newtonianism at Harvard or soon
afterwards. Thus Edwards’ education at Yale was not only extensive the-
ologically but included much recent science and thought from Europe.

Edwards’ writings during the three years from 1720 demonstrate the
extent of his scientific studies and interests. His study of insects and his
“Spider” letter of 1723 show more concern with the physics of the spider’s
flight. His other writings on Natural Philosophy and The Mind demonstrate
his interest in matters scientific and his grasp of Newtonianism without
a harking back to Aristotle. His Puritanism was evident by his strong
providentialism. After the 1720s Edwards wrote little or nothing on sci-
ence, because of his work as a pastor and involvement in the writing of
more strictly theological works rather than any opposition to science, as
is demonstrated by his death. In his large output of theology, Edwards
did not discuss science and there is nothing in them, which indicates any
hostility to science or questioning of the popular physico-theology of his
day. He was no unquestioning preacher and in his writings on “The Mind”
wrote:

[12] BEING. It seems strange sometimes to me, that there should be being from all

eternity, and I am ready to say, “What need was there that anything should be?” I

should then ask myself if there should be either something or nothing. If so, ‘tis not

strange that there should be; for that necessity of there being something or nothing

implies it. (Edwards, 1980, vol. 6, p. 343)

Edwards is remembered for many things. He was the leader of the First
Great Awakening in the American Colonies and an evangelist to both the
American colonists and the Native Americans. Above all he was a great
theologian and philosopher who sought to present a post-Newtonian state-
ment of classic Augustinian and Reformed theology. Apart from Edwards
there have been no profound evangelical thinkers, though there were, and
are, many competent ones. There are many reasons for that, especially the
evangelical emphasis on Activism for the Lord, which tends to downgrade
the intellectual life (Noll, 1994).

THOMAS PRINCE

Edwards’ older contemporary Thomas Prince (1687–1758), pastor of the
Old South church in Boston from 1718 until his death, who became emi-
nent as a preacher, linguist, and scholar, was no mean scientist though his
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scientific reputation is often tarnished. He published widely—sermons,
and various historical works, as well as scientific works notably An Ac-
count of the First Aurora Borealis (Prince, 1717) and his sermon Earthquakes
the Works of God and Tokens of His Just Displeasure, with an appendix on
Franklin’s discoveries in electricity (Prince, 1755). Because this sermon was
given in the aftermath of the Boston earthquake Prince is often portrayed
in a negative light.

This incident is often used to illustrate the conflict of science and religion
by contrasting Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Prince on lightning rods.
The received version is in 1755 that Prince, a minister in Boston, preached
a sermon opposing lightning rods as thwarting the will of God. Finally
the good sense of Franklin prevailed and the church was once more seen
as the repository of the powers of ignorance. Andrew White made much
of it in his Warfare of Science with Theology, who presents Thomas Prince
in a very bad light (White, 1896, vol. I, pp. 364-6), in his chapter From
“The Prince of the Power of the Air” to Meteorology, which traces out how
the church saw diabolical agency in storms and then after the agency of
witches concluded with Franklin’s lightning rod. White moved rapidly
from Wesley’s opposition to witches to opposition to Franklin’s lightning
rods.

Most readers will know that Franklin flew kites during thunderstorms
to test for electricity. It has attracted many adulatory myths, but the im-
portant thing is that Franklin, and some European counterparts, carried
out the experiments in 1752, but the details do not concern us here.1 After
these experiments which confirmed electrical discharges from lightning.
Franklin suggested that lightning rods should be fixed to buildings to
protect them from lightning. According to Cohen the first were erected
in Philadelphia by August 1752 and over the next few years many were
erected in Boston (Cohen).

Au: Please
provide
details of the
work of Cohen
which you are
refering to
here.

On November 18, 1755, a large earthquake (probably 6–6.5 on the Richter
scale) struck New England and caused much damage in Boston. The Boston
Weekly News-Letter reported on November 20:

Last Tuesday Morning about half an Hour past Four o’Clock, the Weather being

serene, the Air clear, the Moon shining very bright, we were surpriz’d with a most

terrible Shock of an Earthquake: The conditions were so extreme as to wreck the

Houses in this Town to such a degree that the Tops of many Chimnies, and some

of them quite down to the Roofs, were thrown down.

Within days Prince preached on the causes of the earthquake, which he
published as Earthquakes the Works of God and Tokens of His Just Displeasure,
with an appendix dealing with Franklin’s ideas. Both his discourse and his
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quarrel with John Winthrop of Harvard operated on two levels—scientific
and theological, and it is difficult to disentangle the two. Prince wrote:

The more Points of Iron are erected round the Earth, to draw the Electrical Substance

out of the Air; the more the Earth must needs be charged with it. And therefore

it seems worthy of consideration. Whether Any Part of the Earth being fuller of

this terrible substance, may not be more exposed to more shocking earthquakes. In

Boston are more erected than anywhere else in New England; and Boston seems

to be more dreadfully shaken. O! there is no getting out of the mighty Hand of

God!

The last sentence is typical of the Providential beliefs of both Puritanism
and Evangelicalism (Prince was both) shared by Mather, Edwards and
most of their more orthodox contemporaries. At the same time Prince
was well informed scientifically as before the 1750s many had considered
lightning and earthquakes to be genetically linked. One of those who had
believed that was Franklin himself who in 1737 wrote that:

that the material cause of thunder, lightning and earthquakes, is one and the same,

In 1752 the antiquary the Rev. William Stukeley echoed Prince’s views,
writing in the Philosophical Transactions:

From the same Principle I infer, that, if a non-electric cloud discharges its Contents,

upon any Part of the Earth, when in a highly electrify’d State, an Earth quake must

necessarily follow.

Even after Franklin’s experiments of 1752 had confirmed his hypothe-
sis about the electrical nature of the lightning discharge, the theory that
earthquakes were caused by lightning was given a modus operandi and
thus more worthy of serious consideration.

However Franklin’s sentry-box experiments on lightning slowly
changed that perception and thus in 1755 Prince was adopting a rejected
scientific theory to justify his opposition to lightning rods, and then inter-
wove it with Christian providentialism, which savants like Winthrop and
Franklin rejected. Thus on November 26, 1755, Winthrop savaged Prince
in his Lecture on Earthquakes, which he gave in Harvard College chapel,
when he rejected the nexus of lightning and earthquakes and expounded
Franklin’s researches of the previous few years, which had overturned
previous understandings. Jared Eliot may have been right to say, “I think
Mr Winthrop has laid Mr Prince flat on back . . . ,” but Prince was no re-
ligious anti-scientist. Winthrop also challenged Prince’s providentialism
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and asked whether “it is possible, by the help of a few yards of wire, to ‘get
out of the mighty hand of God.’” To Winthrop it was not only possible but
also the right thing to do. In Prince’s reply to Winthrop his religious con-
cerns were uppermost as he considered too much attention on the cause
of earthquakes may divert people from “Matters of Infinitely Greater Mo-
ment,” which was to see the earthquake as a warning from God to the
people of Boston.

This incident though a small and local one, raised a question for all
Christians of orthodox bent, whether evangelical or not, on how far natural
events, often involving suffering, could be seen as “the hand of God.”
Consider the letter Sarah Edwards sent to her sister after the death of their
father Jonathan

What shall I say? A holy and good God has covered us with a dark cloud. Oh that

we may kiss the rod [of reproof], . . . The Lord has done it.

Winthrop could not have written such words. Comparison between the
Boston earthquake and that in Lisbon on November 1, 1755, is invited as
the death toll of over 30,000 from that earthquake made many in Europe
to reconsider whether God could be benevolent. Voltaire developed this
concern in his Poème dur le désastre de Lisbonne written in 1756, which
reflected his growing pessimism on life, that it was not “All for the Best.”
However the Lisbon earthquake made thinkers consider theodicy, but
Prince in Boston had questioned whether one should escape from the
providential hand of God. Both earthquakes had a seismic effect on belief
in God, and their theological aftershocks are still with us.

JOHN WESLEY (1703–1791)

Wesley is probably the best-known leader of the Evangelical Revival
and as the one who paved the way for the foundation of the Methodist
church. What is far less known is his interest in the science of his day. The
classic work by Andrew White inaccurately charges Wesley and others
with a total opposition to science especially to geology. This myth has
stuck but White (1896, vol. 1, p. 220) here as elsewhere misquotes and
misrepresents Wesley, who needs to be considered in relation to the time
he lived. Wesley was fascinated by science (Haas, 1995), but as he died in
1791 made virtually no reference to geology, as the vast age of the earth
only became apparent after 1780, and thus Wesley cannot be expected to
accept later geological findings.

Wesley was born in an Anglican vicarage at Epworth, went to Oxford
University where he founded the Holy Club, whose religious methods
earned the epithet Methodist. Wesley was an orthodox High Anglican, with
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a broad theological and intellectual background. He was well acquainted
with the science and natural philosophy of his day and their relationship
to theology seen through the eyes of Newtonianism and was committed
to contemporary scientific medicine. For a time Wesley was very taken
with Hutchinsonianism but eventually he concluded that Hutchinson’s
arguments “have no foundation in Scripture or sound reason” (Noll, 2004,
p. 245). One can hardly regard Wesley as a scientist, but he took an interest
in science, or rather Natural Philosophy, as it impinged on the Christian
faith and in medicine, showing an interest in electrical treatments.

It is an obvious statement, though important, to say that Wesley was not
born an evangelical but became one in 1738, largely through the witness
of Moravian Pietists. His intellectual outlook was forged in the Oxford of
the 1720s with the Oxford Aristotelian logical tradition, the empiricism of
Locke and a wide range of writers including Francis Bacon and Robert
Boyle. His Christian Faith was very experiential but he also gave qual-
ified endorsement to an empirically based natural theology. Unlike the
Calvinists he opposed “systems” and according to Jack Haas due to the
difficulty of relating his providentialist theology to mechanistic systems
whether Deist or Newtonian. We are thus back to the Prince–Winthrop
controversy.

Providence played a large part in Wesley’s view of social and natural
history, but the understanding of providence changed during the eigh-
teenth century. At Newton’s death in 1727 there was a balance between
the general providence due to an orderly creation and a special provi-
dence, which produced miracles and intervened in nature and the life of
individuals. As the century wore on the influence of Deism swung against
an interventionist deity. Both Highchurchmen and evangelicals resolved
to counter Deism with an apologetic with a greater emphasis on an im-
mediate providence. Extraordinary events such as volcanoes, earthquakes,
and comets seemed to fit the bill, and possibly opened up the orthodox to
a charge of holding to a God-of-the-Gaps. As Haas pointed out “Wesley
always had his head cocked for the unusual in nature.” His preface of his
Survey of the Wisdom of God (Wesley, 1763) refers to his wish to “recite both
uncommon appearances of nature and uncommon instance of art . . . for
surely in these appearances, the wisdom of God is displayed.” (This is in
marked contrast to William Paley (1804) whose Natural Theology perceives
the intricate design of God in the most mundane of biological forms. With
the desire to look for the unusual and unexplained Wesley seems more
of a forerunner of Intelligent Design than Paley.) Wesley’s providentialism
raises many questions of theodicy and in his pamphlet Serious Thoughts
on the Earthquake at Lisbon (Wesley, 1755) he accepted that the earthquake

Au: Plz
include
Wesley, 1755,
in the
reference list.

came from the “Hand of the Almighty, arising to such an effect.” But why
did the Hand of the Almighty slaughter 30,000 souls?
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Wesley was a popular religious writer and produced small tomes for
the edification of Christians, rather than serious theological or scientific
discourses. His first scientific work The Desideratum: Or, Electricity made
plain and useful (Wesley, 1759) summarized the work of Franklin, the New-
tonian Bishop Hoadly, and other “electricians.” Wesley’s main interest in
electricity lay in its medical use and offered electrotherapy form the 1750s
and was a medical pioneer. His major work on natural philosophy Survey
of the Wisdom of God in Creation: A Compendium of Natural Philosophy began
as a two volume work in 1763 and grew to five volumes in 1777. It was a
re-packaging of works by early eighteenth-century writers in the physico-
theology tradition like Buddeuos, John Ray, Derham, and Mather and was
the cheapest treatment of astronomy, mechanics, and most of science to be
found in one book.

Apart from his work on electrotherapy Wesley made no contribution
to science. His claim to fame was to be a popularizer of science and that
was subordinate to his evangelistic and didactic aims. His understanding
of science was conventional and Newtonian. He was critical of outlooks,
which disagreed with his theology. He regarded Buffon’s spontaneous
generation as “atheism barefaced,” but in 1782 thought Buffon’s theory of
the earth expounded in volume one of his Natural History, which gently
hinted at a longer time scale and questioned the Noachian Deluge as
“whimsical” but “innocent.” It is not known whether he read Epoques
(Buffon, 1778), which were not translated. In this volume Buffon argued
that the earth was at least 74,000 years old. He was drawn to Bonnet’s The
Contemplation of Nature published in 1764, especially “the scale of beings.”
Wesley used the scale of being to emphasize the unity and connectedness
of creation and “the adorable Perfections of the First Cause.”

Detailed research is needed to ascertain Wesley’s opinion on the age
of the earth and from my limited reading I am not convinced he held to
Ussher’s date of 4004 BC. If he was like many of his educated contempo-
raries, he could have allowed a few more thousand years, but as he died in
1791 that was too soon to take geology into account. In his Notes on the Bible,
Wesley wrote that the “inspired penman in this history [Genesis] . . . wrote
for the Jews first and calculating his narratives for the infant state of the
church, describes things by their outward sensible appearance, and leaves
us, by further discoveries of the divine light, to be led into the understand-
ings of the mysteries couched under them” (Wesley, n.d.). This comment
is similar to his Survey where he wrote that the “Biblical and scientific ac-
counts agreed.” Whether Wesley would have said with Thomas Chalmers
that the two accounts agreed we do not know, but the later Wesleyan
Methodist commentators Joseph Sutcliffe, who also wrote A Short Intro-
duction to the Study of Geology (Sutcliffe, 1817) and Adam Clarke writing
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in the 1820s both held to a six-day creation contrary to most Anglicans.
Wesley held to the “accommodation” of scripture, but his comments just
cited are too ambiguous to be certain whether he would have welcomed
geological findings.

Wesley had “cherished peculiar views on animals” which rejected
Descartes’ opinion as animals as mere machines. He, along with Bishop
Butler, William Whiston, David Hartley, and Matthew Henry thought ani-
mal resurrection as possibility (Thomas, 1983, 140). In The Great Deliverance
(Wesley, 1781) he contrasted the present existence of animals with their
pre-fall and future state basing his argument on Romans 8:19–22 and that
in the words of Paul they would be freed from “the bondage of corrup-
tion into a glorious liberty.” Later Wesleyans and other evangelicals in
the 1840s opposed vivisection and thus continued Wesley’s concerns for
animals (Desmond), which is also seen in the foundation of the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, to which Queen Victoria gave royal
approval in 1838 and thus the RSPCA has been the major British animal
welfare organization ever since. Some writers like Andrew Linzey have
used Wesley’s sermons to support animal rights.

Though Wesley’s publications contained no original thought, they were
important in disseminating scientific knowledge to a wider audience,
though presented in an evangelical scheme of natural theology. Wesley’s
didactic works gave his readers an outline of contemporary scientific
thought.

WILLIAM WILLIAMS (PANTYCELYN) AND GENESIS

More amenable to longer ages was the Welsh evangelical hymn writer
William Williams or Pantycelyn (1717–1791), who was perhaps the best
theologian of the Welsh Revival, if not the best evangelical theologian in
Britain. He is known through his one hymn translated from the Welsh
Guide Me O Thou Great Redeemer. He was one of six children born to a
farmer at Cefn-y-coed, near Llandovery in South Wales. Little is known
of his childhood except that all his siblings died. As a youth he wished
to train for medicine and went to the nonconformist academy at Llwyn-
llwyd Academy near Hay-on-Wye where he studied moral philosophy,
divinity, mathematics, and the classics. All that was changed in 1738 when
he heard Howell Harris preach in the churchyard at Talgarth, near Bre-
con. Soon after his conversion he felt a call to take holy orders and was
made Deacon in the Anglican Church in 1740 and was appointed curate
at Llanwrtyd and Abergwesyn, despite being of Independent stock. His
vicar, Theophilus Evans, denounced the evangelicals and Williams was
refused priest’s orders, being found guilty of nineteen offences. Williams
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could not get priested in the Anglican Church and spent the rest of his life
on the fringes of Anglicanism and nonconformity. That did not stop him
becoming the greatest Welsh hymn writer and the best theologian from
Wales in the eighteenth century, despite of his lack of formal education
after leaving Llwynllwyd and unlike most evangelical leaders never went
to Oxford or Cambridge.

He wrote prolifically in Welsh, and translations are rare. In 1756 he wrote
Golwg ar Deyrnas Crist (A View of Christ’s Kingdom) (Williams, 1756) an epic
poem answering the Deists. Pantycelyn’s understanding of creation is dis-
cussed by Derec Llwyd Morgan (Morgan, 1984), who contrasts him to John
Owen, who affirmed Creation in one line, “From nothing was created all
‘neath the glorious skies.” Pantycelyn is anything but brief. In the notes at
the end of the work he gives a long summary of the contemporary state of
science, mostly based on Derham’s Astro-theology and Physico-theology and
other works. He had a good grasp of science, far more than one would
expect of someone whose education was cut short at the age of twenty.
Chapter II of his epic poem is a long poetic account of Creation amplifying
Genesis One. Llwyd Morgan points out that “Williams, perhaps taking
his cue from Milton, . . . Maintains that the ordered creation was fashioned
out of chaos, but that God was also the Creator ‘Of Chaos vast and all its
turbulence.’” Williams maintains there were two creations: the creation of
the basic materials and the creation of the universe with those materials,
all of which God accomplished “in one hundred and forty four hours,” as
it is in Genesis (Morgan, 1984, pp. 224–225). Though the Recreation took
144 hours, Pantycelyn gives no indication how long Chaos had existed. In
an almost Miltonic manner Williams weaved contemporary science and
physico–theology into the Genesis text, beginning with the creation of
chaos. None of Pantycelyn’s works were translated in his lifetime but A
View of Christ’s Kingdom was translated in the late nineteenth century. As
Pantycelyn’s books were widely read by Welsh speakers Golwg ar Deyr-
nas Crist was an important source of scientific knowledge for the Welsh.
Though he did not explicitly discuss time, the poem is best read if Williams
considered the duration of the earth to be more than 6,000 years. Williams’
work is similar to many of his contemporaries and not that different from
the writings of Whitehurst. Other evangelicals shared Pantycelyn’s biblical
interpretation for in 1761 Wesley produced a commentary on Genesis fol-
lowing the common Chaos-Restitution theme, as did the Baptist Calvinist
John Gill (1746, revised 1768). Jonathan Edwards in his Notes on the Bible
wrote in a similar vein and cited Grotius and Aristophanes among other
writers. Many poets incorporated Chaos when versifying on Creation or
related matters. The ubiquity of Chaos is evidenced by Phillis Wheatley’s
Thoughts on the Works of Providence:
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That called creation from eternal night.

‘Let there be light,’ He said: and from his profound

Old Chaos heard. (Wheatley, 1994, p. 816)

Wheatley was a slave born in Africa who was purchased by John Wheat-
ley of Boston and also wrote a poem on the death of George Whitfield. In
a letter to Samson Occom, a Mohegan Presbyterian minister in 1774, she
wrote:

The divine Light is chasing away the thick darkness which broods over the Land

of Africa; and the Chaos which has reign’d so long, is converting into beautiful

Order. (Wheatley, 1994, p. 826)

The Wheatleys, slave-owners and slave, moved in evangelical circles and
are more properly considered in respect of abolitionism, but it sheds light
on the whole concept of Chaos and what must be considered a departure
from a literal understanding of Genesis. Sadly Phillis died in poverty at
the age of 31 in 1784, after the death of the Wheatleys.

However, though these evangelical understandings of Genesis One are
similar to those of most Roman Catholic and Protestant exegetes from
the eighteenth century, they are very equivocal on the duration since cre-
ation. The only unequivocal conclusion is that they did not affirm Ussher’s
creation entirely within 6 twenty-four-hour days, bit it is impossible to con-
clude what time they did allow, thus undermining the common axiom that
all Christians, whether evangelical or not before 1790 were dogmatically
literalist and thus opposed to all geological findings. The scene is set for
the acceptance or rejection of geological time, which will form the heart of
the next chapter.

SUMMARY

None of my four examples of “evangelical scientists” can be consid-
ered scientists of any importance. Their approach and outlook was similar
to many other clergy of the eighteenth century who took an interest in
natural philosophy and antiquarianism. Some merely dabbled and others
published works of varying quality. What is not known is the numbers of
evangelicals who took such an interest or were members of local societies.
Evangelicals did not produce scholars like William Stukeley or Gilbert
White, probably because evangelicals did not have the time to pursue
such studies, or were simply too few in number.

The interest in these writers is not their originality but the way they had
accepted and absorbed eighteenth-century science and then repackaged
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it for a lay audience. They remained within eighteenth-century physico-
theology, because Copernicanism was taken for granted and the impli-
cations of vast geological ages were just beyond the horizon. Geological
findings were scarcely known until 1778 when John Whitehurst argued
for an older earth than Ussher in the first edition of Inquiry into the Original
State and Formation of the Earth. The evangelical response to Whitehurst is
unknown and so far I have found no reference to geological time from
evangelicals before 1800.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century some evangelicals showed a
tendency to literalism as in the commentaries by the Anglican Thomas
Scott and the Baptist Andrew Fuller. Neither makes any reference to
any scientific or classical writings and is an internalist exposition of the
Bible. As a result it is impossible to say whether the writers were opposed
to scientific findings or whether it was simply a non-issue as their aim
was to explain the Bible for Christian believers. The lack of published re-
search precludes any firm conclusions, and to date I have not found any
eighteenth-century evangelical who is critical of geological time. By 1810
or so that had changed. My tentative conclusion is that most evangelicals
accepted a youngish age of the earth, perhaps on the lines of a de Luc who
was convinced that the earth was tens of thousands years old rather than
millions. Had evangelicals been dogmatic on a literal genesis there would
have been more controversy over the next few decades.

Numbers of evangelicals did regard scientific studies as a deflection
from the real work for Christ and also reckoned that natural philosophy or
natural theology had nothing to add to Scripture. John Newton, formerly
a slave trader and latterly an anti-slavery activist, believed that Christians
might study the natural world, provided “their enquiries are kept within
due bounds, and in a proper subservience to things of greater impor-
tances.” Even so he thought there were few “who have leisure, capacity,
or opportunity for these inquiries.” This may be due to an exaltation of
Scripture with the attendant downplaying of intellectual pursuits, which
has long been a feature of popular Evangelicalism.

For the first three-quarters of the century there was no consensus on
the duration of time. What the uneducated believed no one can say with
certainty but the case of Phillis Wheatley should caution against assuming
a mere 6,000 years as only the literate have left any evidence. A minority
did take the Bible literally and adhere to an Ussher chronology, but many
Christians, whether evangelical or not, stretched matters with an indefinite
chaos with humanity limited to 6,000 years.

With the benefit of hindsight as we follow it through in the next few
chapters, we can see how the future attitudes of evangelicals to science
are to be found in embryo in the eighteenth century—a total acceptance of
Copernican and Newtonian astronomy and of physical science generally
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but an ambivalence to the historical sciences like geology and the history
of life.

It is difficult to decide whether the lines of William Cowper (1731–1800),
an evangelical poet and close friend of John Newton, reflect a concern for
geology or not

Some drill and bore

The solid earth, and from the strata there

Extract a register, by which we learn

That he who made it, and reveal’d its date

To Moses, was mistaken in its age.

William Cowper “The Task”

My next chapter will explore that question.
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